Ready for technology to
transform your financial
services business?
Modernise and digitally transform your
financial services business quickly, easily and
securely with the ongoing support of Lanware’s
experienced specialists.

The Finance Forward 365 total
technology solution
High-touch user support, modern workplace technology and managed
cloud services tailored to financial services

The Finance Forward 365 total
technology solution

Financial services firms know to focus their energies on strategies that will
grow the business, improve operational efficiencies and deliver a new level of
experience for their customers.

Why choose Finance
Forward 365?

Business size, culture and the critical technology needs of financial services mean that IT
outsourcing has always been commonplace. With the accelerated pace of technology change,
security risks and regulatory burden, firms increasingly need providers who are specialists in
their specific business to solve their technology challenges.

EFFECTIVE: Fully integrated and adapted to your
business requirements

Modernising a firm’s IT platforms and infrastructure takes time and resources. It also requires
the confidence to know you are getting the best possible solution, service and support available
for your sector.

FAST: Quick & painless set up

VALUE: Cost effective from day one. Pay as you
go
SIMPLE: Transform the way you work, where you
work

A Lanware-managed cloud solution will transform your business securely – and quickly. You’ll
have future-proofed technology that is flexible and can grow with the firm.

SECURE: Manage and mitigate cyber risk

Simple to use, you’ll have the peace of mind that comes from knowing you are
supported by experts with over 20 years of experience.

SUPPORTED: By an experienced local team
who’ve worked with financial services for over
two decades

The Finance Forward 365
total technology solution
• High-touch user support and a flexible managed cloud platform
specifically for financial services
• Modernise your workplace technology, securely migrate to the
cloud and rapidly transform you financial services business
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it for?

What do
you get?
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Start ups or fast-growing or
established small financial firms

Established Financial firms with more
complex technology needs seeking to
adopt a pure public-cloud solution.

Established financial firms with an
existing technology foot-print, higher
compliance requirements and
variable appetite for the public cloud.

A simple, quick and cost effective
all-encompassing managed service
with end user support, standard
workplace technology, connectivity
and Microsoft 365 cloud services.

All the features of Finance Forward
365 but with greater support for
more financial applications, disaster
recovery and advanced cyber
security controls.

An optimum balance combining the
flexibility of the public cloud service
with the transparency and increased
service levels of a private cloud
environment.

Compare the service features in each of the Finance Forward
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THE LANWARE SERVICE DESK
Fast and proactive high-touch support. Based locally, our customer-focused engineers understand
your business, have strong technical skills and follow industry best practice to deliver consistent
service excellence.
MANAGED DEVICES
Your choice of fully-managed hardware devices including laptops, tablets or desktop PCs to suit
the requirements of individual users and the wider business. The service includes the hardware,
operating system, support, configuration and security.
MICROSOFT OFFICE 365
Communicate and collaborate from any device with a full suite of online Microsoft Office
applications: email, file storage, team collaboration, meetings and more. We advise on the plan that
is right for your business, providing round-the-clock support from our team.
MANAGED VIRTUAL DESKTOP
A familiar desktop experience with greater security and flexibility. Virtual desktops are hosted in
the cloud where they are available on any device, anywhere, and via any connection – all supported
by Lanware.
PUBLIC CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE
For ultimate flexibility and scalability, Lanware will design, deploy,
manage and secure virtual servers to host your business-critical
applications within Microsoft’s Public Cloud Azure.

OPTIONAL

OPTIONAL

Compare the service features in each of the Finance Forward
365 solutions
WHAT SERVICES CAN BE INCLUDED?

PRIVATE CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE
For traditional business applications with higher security requirements or for when the economics
of the public cloud simply isn’t the best fit, Lanware will design, deploy, manage and secure virtual
servers within our Private Cloud.
SECURE MOBILITY
Deliver business applications securely to mobile users on any device, anywhere. Lanware’s
specialist expertise within enterprise mobility management strikes the right balance between data
security and user experience.
EMAIL ARCHIVING
Store identical copies of every email ever sent or received by your users. Turn that data into a
useful repository for everyday use or critical compliance requirements.
MALWARE PROTECTION
Filter and control all external email and web traffic from spam and malicious threats such as
phishing attacks.
CLOUD BACK UP & RESTORE
Protect all your company data and the system configuration held within the cloud. Quickly get
back to normal operations by rapidly restoring files after a system failure or file loss..
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ACTIVE DIRECTORY
Extend the on-premise Active Directory to authenticate and authorise all cloud users and
computers, assigning and enforcing security policies.
DISASTER RECOVERY
Virtual servers hosting business-critical applications are replicated and recoverable to the
secondary region or data centre in the event of a major failure. It also provides an annual testing
and reporting schedule for compliance.
UNIFIED COMMUNICATION
Combine telephony, video and collaboration tools into one reliable, flexible service, enhancing
user productivity and mobility.

OPTIONAL

ADVANCED CYBER SECURITY
Benefit from additional security controls such as advanced Machine Learning Cyber technology
from Darktrace, which provides threat intelligence reporting combined with real-time detection
and response.
ADDITIONAL SERVICES FROM LANWARE
• A dedicated Service Delivery Manager and Workplace support consisting of onsite desk-side
engineers, either per day or per visit.
• A Managed Network with Local Networking and WAN
• Video Conferencing including Meeting Room Devices and AV integration
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Why choose Lanware?
Choosing the right IT partner is crucial when it comes to investing in
technology that will transform the way you work – not just today –
but as your business grows.
In Lanware you’ll find a partner that
• Truly understands your business
• Has deep knowledge and experience around regulatory compliance and
proven, secure solutions to address these challenges
• Can ensure speedy and immediate access to the services you need
• Will provide managed services along with on-going expert advice

Lanware has been a specialist IT consultancy and managed private
and public cloud provider to mid-market financial services sector for
over two decades.

SIMPLE. SECURE, SCALEABLE

